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ABSTRACT 

The subduction zone of central Chile (36° S) has produced some of the world’s largest earthquakes 

and significant volcanic eruptions. Understanding the fluid fluxes and structure of the subducting 

slab and over-riding plate can provide insight into the tectonic processes responsible for both 

seismicity and magmatism. Broadband and long-period magnetotelluric data were collected along a 

350 km profile in central Chile and Argentina and show a regional geoelectric strike of 15±19° east of 

north. The preferred two-dimensional inversion model included the geometry of the subducting 

Nazca plate as a constraint. On the upper surface of the Nazca plate, conductors were interpreted as 

fluids expelled from the down-going slab via compaction at shallow depth (C1) and metamorphic 

reactions at depths of 40-90 km (C2 and C3). At greater depths (130 km), a conductor (C7) is 

interpreted as a region of partial melt related to de-serpentinization in the back-arc. A resistor on 

the slab interface (R1) is coincident with a high-velocity anomaly which was interpreted as a strong 

asperity which may affect the co-seismic slip behavior of large megathrust earthquakes at this 

latitude. Correlations with seismicity suggest slab fluids alter the forearc mantle and define the 

down-dip limit of the seismogenic zone. Beneath the volcanic arc, several upper crustal conductors 

(C4 and C5) represent partial melt beneath the Tatara-San Pedro Volcano and the Laguna del Maule 

Volcanic Field. A deeper lower-crustal conductor (C6) underlies both volcanoes and suggests a 

connected network of melt in a thermally-mature lower crust. 

 

Key Points: 

 A magnetotelluric survey was collected over the Chilean subduction zone at 36°S in order to 

map geoelectric structure 

 Conductors show important dehydration reactions along plate interface as well as important 

zones of crustal melt beneath the volcanic arc 

 Correlations with previous seismic results show a possible asperity on plate interface which 

may influence megathrust rupture 
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Central Chile has experienced some of the world’s largest earthquakes and many large volcanic 

eruptions. These disasters are caused by the tectonic processes in this region as the oceanic Nazca 

plate subducts beneath the South American plate. As the oceanic plate subducts, water is released 

which can increase pressure, lubricate the plates, and lower rock melting points to produce magma. 

As such, fluids are an important control on where earthquakes and volcanoes occur. We image the 

electrical conductivity of this region using the magnetotelluric method since saline water and/or 

partial melt both have a high conductivity. Several conductors are imaged near the plate interface 

that can be related to presence of water or partial melt. Correlations between the locations of 

conductors and zones of low seismic velocity reported in previous seismic studies support the idea 

that there is an anomalous block of rock at 30 km depth which increases friction along the 

subducting plate interface. This could explain why the 2010 Maule earthquake did not rupture far 

inland. A conductor at 40 km depth correlates with a gap between two clusters of earthquakes 

which suggests that fluids may chemically alter the continental plate and reduce friction in this gap. 

KEYWORDS 

Magnetotellurics; Subduction Zone; Chile; Volcanism; Fluid Flux; Maule Earthquake 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Subduction zone margins account for the majority of global volcanic hazards and include many 

earthquake-prone areas. It has been recognized that water and hydrated minerals play a vital role in 

magma generation and seismicity at subduction zones (Stern, 2002). Various numerical simulations 

and laboratory studies suggest that phase transitions of these hydrated minerals are responsible for 

the upward migration of water-rich melt into the over-riding crust (e.g. Hacker, 2008; Grove et al., 

2012; Petrelli et al., 2018). These fluids then lower the solidus temperature of the surrounding 

mantle rocks, generating hydrous mafic melts. Determining the amount of water, the depth at which 

it is released, and the zones of accumulation of aqueous fluids and partial melt are critical 

parameters in examining magma flux and magma genesis (Völker and Stipp, 2015; Petrelli et al., 

2018). Furthermore, it has been widely suggested that fluids control the distribution of seismic and 

aseismic zones within a subduction zone and thus understanding seismicity and fluid relationships is 

important (Saffer, 2017).  

The magnetotelluric (MT) method has been used to image a number of subduction zones including 

Cascadia (McGary et al., 2014; Wannamaker et al., 2014), Costa Rica (Worzewski et al., 2010), 

southern Mexico (Jödicke et al., 2006), Japan (Hata et al., 2015), New Zealand (Wannamaker et al., 

2009; Heise et al., 2017), and the Central Andes (Brasse and Eydam, 2008; Unsworth et al., 2018; 
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Araya Vargas et al., 2019). This method is useful in these studies of subduction zone processes 

because the presence of interconnected aqueous fluids and/or partial melts increases the 

conductivity of both crustal and mantle rocks. The MT studies of subduction zones have highlighted 

that there is great variability in electrical structure showing shallow (<15 km) conductors associated 

with expulsion of fluid from pore spaces and mantle wedge conductors (~50 km) that have been 

related to the addition of fluids derived from the metamorphic transition of the downgoing slab 

from basalt to eclogite (Pommier and Evans, 2017). A deeper conductor within the mantle wedge 

(>60 km) is sometimes observed and is formed as water is released by the breakdown of serpentine 

that can lead to partial melting in the mantle wedge (e.g. McGary et al., 2014). This suggests 

significant along-strike variations related to the incoming plate properties (e.g. fractures, 

serpentinization, temperature) that may be related to structures such as seamounts and plate age as 

well as the structure of the upper plate mantle wedge (Pommier and Evans, 2017).  

In the Maule Region of the Chilean subduction zone at 35° to 37° S (Figure 1), the Nazca plate 

subducts obliquely beneath the South American plate at 6 to 8 cm/yr driving regional volcanism in 

the Southern Volcanic Zone (SVZ) (Angermann et al., 1999).The Maule region is approximately 600 

km south of the Pampean flat slab segment and the subducting slab in the Maule region descends at 

an angle of approximately 30 degrees (Pesicek et al., 2012). This region has seen significant damage 

from megathrust earthquakes in the last decade (e.g. 2010 Mw 8.8 and 2012 Mw 7.1) as well as a 

large Mw 8.3 intraslab earthquake in 1939 near Chillán (Ruiz and Madariaga, 2018; Moreno et al., 

2012). There have also been significant volcanic eruptions in the last century at edifices on the 

volcanic arc (Figure 1; Völker et al., 2011). The backarc Laguna del Maule Volcanic Field (LdMVF) is 

currently showing signs of unrest with unprecedented, long-term upward ground deformation at 

velocities greater than 20 cm/yr for over 10 years (Feigl et al., 2013; Le Mevel et al., 2015). 

Furthermore, there appear to be stress-state linkages between tectonic events near the trench and 

shallow deformation at nearby volcanoes (Le Mevel et al., 2015; Pritchard et al., 2013). In the 

backarc, there is a unique concentration of Pleistocene and Holocene basalt flows within the Payenia 

volcanic province in western Argentina suggesting an anomalously hot sub-lithospheric region nearly 

200 km east of the modern volcanic arc (Ramos and Folguera, 2011). The structure of Payenia has 

been imaged by previous 3-D MT studies in Argentina (Burd et al., 2014). The unique volcanism and 

seismicity of the Maule Region shows that this is an active corridor in the Andean subduction system 

which requires further study in order to determine the subduction zone structure and fluid fluxes. 

Numerical studies by Völker and Stipp (2015) have shown significant along-strike variations in fluid 

flux in the Chilean Andes which they interpreted to be primarily controlled by the thermal state of 

the incoming Nazca plate. They suggest the main control on this variation is the age of the Nazca 
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plate, which increases northward, although sedimentation or hydrothermal circulation may also play 

a role. Previous passive seismic studies have shown low velocity regions coinciding with fluids as well 

as anomalously high velocity regions on the plate interface which may be asperities that encourage 

plate locking, affecting the slip distribution of megathrust earthquakes (Hicks et al., 2012; 2014). 

Asperities and pore fluid pressures have also been linked to the recurrence intervals for large 

megathrust earthquakes in Chile (Moreno et al., 2018) as well as other subduction zones (e.g. 

Schellart and Rawlinson, 2013). Therefore, understanding fluid fluxes and asperities in this region is 

important. 

The South American plate at this latitude can be divided into four broad geological units from west 

to east (Figure 1). Along the Pacific Ocean, the Coastal Cordillera consists primarily of outcrops of 

Paleozoic metamorphic rocks from ancient accretionary wedge complexes (Hervé et al., 2013). To 

the east, the Central Valley is a 70 km-wide depression filled with 500 m thick Quaternary sediments 

and ignimbritic cover (Farías et al., 2008). The Principal Cordillera is a 60 km-wide mountain range 

which consists of Mesozoic-to-Cenozoic volcanic sequences and exposed plutons as well as modern 

Quaternary volcanic edifices such as Tatara-San Pedro (TSP) and Cerro Azul (Hildreth and Moorbath, 

1988; Singer et al., 1997). Finally, to the east in the backarc region is the Malargüe fold and thrust 

(FT) belt which includes deformed Mesozoic units and the front ranges of the eastern Andes (Ramos 

et al., 2014). Between the Malargüe FT belt and the Principal Cordillera is the hypothesized 

northwest-trending Las Loicas trough which includes numerous calderas and volcanic fields such as 

Calabozos, Puelche and the LdMVF (Ramos et al., 2014). The current geometry is one of normal 

subduction as shown by regional teleseismic studies (Pesicek et al., 2012). However a flat slab was 

present at this location (5 – 3 Ma) and steepened around 2 Ma (Ramos et al., 2014). As the slab 

flattened between 14 – 10 Ma, the arc migrated into the foreland and expanded before arc 

magmatism stopped almost entirely for two million years (Ramos et al., 2014). The most recent 

steepening cycle has led to increased volcanism once again including many Quaternary rhyolite 

calderas and flood basalts. It is suggested that the process of steepening may still be ongoing (Ramos 

et al., 2014). 

In this study, magnetotelluric (MT) data collected between 2016 and 2017 are used to model the 

distribution of fluids and partial melt from the Chilean coast into western Argentina along a two-

dimensional (2-D) profile perpendicular to the trench. Two-dimensional isotropic inversion is 

employed and additional information from previous seismic studies is incorporated into an 

integrated interpretation. 

2 METHODS AND DATA ANALYSIS 
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The magnetotelluric (MT) method images subsurface conductivity structure using naturally-

occurring, plane-wave electromagnetic (EM) signals to induce electric currents in the Earth (Chave 

and Jones, 2012). In the frequency domain, the electric and magnetic field components can be 

related via an impedance tensor which is sensitive to Earth conductivity structure with lower 

frequencies sampling greater depths. In general, the Earth’s conductivity structure is three-

dimensional and the impedance tensor has complex values and is a full 2 x 2 matrix. However, if the 

Earth has a 2-D structure, where the conductivity does not vary in the geoelectric strike direction, 

the diagonal components of the tensor are zero when the co-ordinate system is parallel to the strike 

direction. In this case, Maxwell’s equations decouple into two independent modes, the transverse 

magnetic (TM) mode and the transverse electric (TE) mode. In many applications, a 2-D assumption 

can be valid if the impedance tensor data are rotated so that the diagonal components are 

minimized.  

In 2016, broadband MT data (0.001 to 1000 Hz frequency response) were collected along a profile 

that extended from the Central Valley to the Argentine border perpendicular to the trench (Reyes-

Wagner et al., 2017) (Figure 1). This profile included some additional MT data collected between 

2009 – 2016 (Hickson et al., 2011; Cordell et al., 2018). However, the profile only measured 

broadband MT data and was only able to reliably image the upper 30 km of the crust. In order to 

measure the longer periods needed to image the deeper parts of the subduction zone in the lower 

crust, mantle, and subducting slab, 15 additional long-period MT stations were collected in 2017 

using the Narod Intelligent Magnetotelluric Systems (NIMS) data logger, Pb-PbCl2 electrodes and 

fluxgate magnetometers. Additionally, 4 broadband MT stations were collected in western Argentina 

using the Metronix ADU-07 data logger to extend the profile eastward into the backarc and 4 long-

period NIMS stations were included from the study of Burd et al. (2014) in western Argentina (Figure 

1). The long-period sites recorded time series data for between 5 and 23 days and the robust data 

processing methods of Egbert and Booker (1986) were applied using remote reference techniques 

where synchronous data were available. The broadband MT data were measured for between 12 

and 48 hours and time series were processed using the robust methods with smoothing constraints 

of Larsen et al. (1996). In total, 38 sites were included along a profile trending N105°E (Figure 1).  

An analysis of the directionality and dimensionality of the impedance tensor data was carried out to 

determine if a 2D assumption was valid for modelling the subsurface conductivity along this profile. 

This was done using the tensor decomposition methods of McNeice and Jones (2001) as well as an 

analysis of the phase tensors (Caldwell et al., 2004). Multi-site, multi-frequency tensor 

decomposition shows a regional strike of N15°E ± 19° for periods >1 s which is within error of the 
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N5°E regional strike obtained using only broadband MT (Figure 2; Reyes-Wagner et al., 2017). Mean 

strike and one-standard deviation uncertainty was estimated using directional statistics (Mardia, 

1972) where one standard deviation in radians equals 

𝜎 =  
1

4
√−2 ln( �̅�) 

where �̅� is the mean resultant (i.e. the length of the vector of mean sine and mean cosine of the 

strike). The factor of 1/4 is necessary because the quadrant of the geoelectric strike is inherently 

ambiguous and requires further interpretation from geology. In our case, because the Andes run 

approximately north-south, the regional geoelectric strike was taken to be approximately north-

south, rather than east-west.  

There is a clear along-profile change in the geoelectric structure across the Cordillera Principal 

(Figure 2a). On the west side of the profile there is a well-defined strike of N15°E ± 4° while on the 

east side of the profile, the strike is much more poorly-defined and oriented N27°W ± 26° with 

several stations in the Cordillera Principal having a strike direction near N60°E (or N30°W). This may 

be due to the ocean effect on the western side of the profile and more complicated geology (e.g. the 

north-west trending Las Loicas trough) affecting the regional picture on the eastern side of the 

profile (Ramos et al., 2014). It could also be a result of more short period data being available on the 

eastern side of the profile which samples smaller, local structures. High skew values (β > 3°) obtained 

from phase tensor analysis were  observed at nearly all periods greater than 10 s, suggesting some 

significant 3D effects at depth especially on the east side of the profile (Figure 2c; Booker, 2014). It is 

worth noting that inconsistent strike direction is not an indication of 3-D structure since most sites 

with inconsistent strike have low skew values and are located in the northwest-trending Las Loicas 

trough.  

Apparent resistivity and phase curves for the TE and TM modes are shown in Supplementary Figure 

1 where the tensor impedance data are rotated to the regional strike of N15°E. Pseudo-section plots 

of the apparent resistivity and phase for rotated off-diagonal components of the impedance tensor 

are shown in Figure 3. Here, the main geological units can be seen in pseudo-section: 1) The highly 

resistive metamorphic block of the Coastal Cordillera is seen in both apparent resistivity modes; 2) 

the more conductive volcaniclastic and sedimentary fill of the Central Valley; and 3) a generally 

conductive volcanic arc and backarc. The phase split is also apparent on the western side of the 

profile which indicates an ocean effect as the TM mode tends to have very low phases (<10°) at long 

periods (>100 s) while the TE mode has moderate to high phases (>75°) at long periods. At very long 

periods (>2000 s), some out of quadrant phases were observed which may suggest anisotropic 
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structure, coastal effects, and/or complicated 3-D geometry (Selway et al., 2012; Heise and Pous, 

2003). The fact that the profile is a mixture of both broadband MT and long-period MT is apparent in 

the pseudo-section. There is an irregular sampling of different frequency bands with more long 

period data on the western side of the profile (i.e. west of the Cordillera Principal), a bias towards 

higher frequencies in the middle of the profile (i.e. in the Cordillera Principal), and a return to longer 

period sites on the eastern side of the profile (i.e. east of the Cordillera Principal). This has an impact 

on the inversions and necessitates a two-step procedure as detailed below. The apparent resistivity 

and phase data are shown for four sites, CLP016, P08, CLP008 and LDM029 in Figure 3. CLP016 is a 

long period site located in the Coastal Cordillera and shows steeply decreasing TE-mode apparent 

resistivity and steeply increasing TM-mode apparent resistivity which is a typical coast effect. Further 

east, P08 is a broadband MT site and CLP008 is a long-period MT site. These sites are only 5 km apart 

and are combined to show how the broadband and long-period MT compare but were inverted as 

separate sites in the inversion. The match is quite good for the apparent resistivity although there is 

a mismatch in the phases between the bands which may be due to poor data quality at shorter 

frequencies for the long period data or different near-surface structure. It is worth noting that 

CLP008 lies in a valley while P08 is on a flat section of the Central Valley. Finally, LDM029 is shown as 

a representative broadband MT site in the Cordillera Principal near the LdMVF and shows two-

distinct minima in the apparent resistivity curve indicating the presence of shallower and deeper 

conductors.  

Vertical magnetic field data were collected at all sites except two broadband locations. This 

additional field component allowed for the computation of vertical magnetic transfer functions (i.e. 

the ratio of the vertical component to the horizontal component). Induction vectors (IVs) show the 

vector sum of the two vertical magnetic transfer function real components. In map view, the vectors 

can be plotted as arrows which point away from conductors (Wiese, 1962) where the length of the 

arrow indicates the magnitude of the vector sum as shown in Figure 4a and 4b at periods of 50 s and 

2000 s, respectively. Sites in the Coastal Cordillera show large IVs (i.e. long arrows) which point away 

from the Pacific Ocean likely indicating the large ocean effect at short periods. However, at sites in 

the Central Valley and the Cordillera Principal, the IVs are very scattered at short periods. All the IVs 

surrounding the LdMVF point away from one another, suggesting a conductor at depth beneath the 

LdMVF. At relatively greater depths (i.e. longer periods; Figure 4b), IVs are very consistent in 

pointing towards the northeast at all sites along the profile which have long period data. This 

suggests a regional structure at depth. However, under a 2D isotropic assumption, it is expected that 

IVs will be perpendicular to the geoelectric strike since all conductors will be aligned orthogonal to 

the geoelectric strike. Figure 4c shows that this is not the case. Using directional statistics, the mean 
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and standard deviation of the induction vector direction was calculated at each period and is plotted 

as a function of period. It can be seen that the scatter in the IVs is very large at short periods but at 

longer periods, the error bars are much smaller indicating a much more consistent direction. More 

importantly, the direction of the IVs is approximately N50°E which is not perpendicular to the 

geoelectric strike as a determined by tensor decomposition. In an ideal 2D scenario, it would be 

expected that the induction vectors would all point at N105°E ± 19° (the grey box in Figure 4c). This 

further suggests that the ideal 2D, isotropic assumption is being violated. Brasse et al. (2009) found a 

similar phenomenon in the southern Andes (38° - 41° S) where induction vectors also pointed 

uniformly to the northeast at periods greater than 3000 s. They showed that this discrepancy could 

be accounted for with an anisotropic layer in the over-riding South American plate which they 

attributed to a fractured and fluid-rich lower crust. 

With these considerations in mind, a 2D isotropic inversion was carried out with the understanding 

that results may be more robust on the west side of the profile where the strike is better defined 

and that electrical anisotropy may be a factor in parts of the lower crust. Future anisotropic 

inversions would further elucidate the effects of anisotropy in this region of Chile. The impedance 

data were rotated to N15°E, representing the best-fitting regional strike, and impedance data were 

inverted to find the best-fitting model using the non-linear conjugate gradient (NLCG) method of 

Rodi and Mackie (2001). The ocean was included with a fixed resistivity of 0.3 Ωm using local 

bathymetry. Inverting without static shifts resulted in high data misfit values and it was necessary to 

include static shifts in all inversions.  The data set used in the inversion included 38 sites with 2590 

complex impedance data points over a period range of 0.001 s to 10,000 s. The data set included 19 

long period sites with periods from 10 s to 10,000 s, and 19 broadband sites with periods from 0.001 

s to 1000 s. Sites were projected onto a N105°E profile with interpolated topography. Both the TE 

and TM mode were inverted. Since the TE mode was consistently noisier than the TM mode, an 

error floor of 10% was applied to the TE mode and 5% to the TM mode. This choice of error floor 

effectively down-weights the importance of the noisier TE mode data in the inversion. The 100 Ωm 

starting model had 97 vertical cells beginning with 50 m-thick topography cells and growing 

geometrically downwards to a maximum thickness of 73.9 km. The maximum depth of the model 

was 450 km below surface. The model included 86 horizontal cells with variable width based on 

station spacing with a mean value of 3.5 km. The model also included 12 horizontal padding cells in 

each direction growing geometrically to 750 km from the center with maximum cell thickness of 217 

km. 
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A variety of possible inversion methodologies and options were investigated in an effort to create 

the most plausible resistivity model. In one variation, a smoothing constraint was placed on the 

model at the top and bottom of the Nazca plate using the Slab 1.0 model of Hayes et al., (2012) and 

an estimated plate thickness of 50 km (Sodoudi et al., 2011). In another variation, no smoothing 

constraint was applied. The regularization parameter (τ) was varied to produce an L-curve which 

optimized the trade-off between model smoothness and data misfit. The optimal smoothing 

parameter was τ = 2 for both constrained and unconstrained inversions and the L-curve for the 

constrained case is shown in Supplementary Figure 2. A third variation removed high skew 

impedance data (β > 6°) and inverted only the low skew data (Supplementary Figures 3). This 

decreased the amount of data available and thus decreased resolution but provided a more 2-D 

approximation. A final variation which was ultimately used as the preferred inversion model involved 

inverting only the long periods (>10 s) and using the resulting inversion model as the starting model 

for a second run with all periods. This two-step methodology proved an effective means of giving 

greater weight to the long period data (which have a more well-defined geoelectric strike) while still 

resolving shallow structure. A variety of models with different data and smoothing parameters are 

shown in Supplementary Figure 4. In general, the primary conductive and resistive features are 

robust and independent of modelling methodology. 

3 INVERSION RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

3.1 Model Interpretation 

The preferred constrained and unconstrained inversion models are shown in Figure 5 along with the 

location of the slab from Hayes et al. (2012), and the location of the Moho from Laske et al. (2013). 

Deep earthquake epicenters (>50 km) are from IRIS (2018) while shallow earthquake epicenters (<50 

km) are taken from an improved database from Hicks et al. (2014) using aftershocks from the 2010 

Maule earthquake (see Supplementary Figure 5). Earthquakes within 50 km of the profile are 

projected onto the profile. The preferred resistivity models used the two-step methodology and the 

starting model for each inversion is shown in Supplementary Figure 4. The constrained and 

unconstrained inversions have root mean square data misfit values after 200 iterations of 1.51 and 

1.54, respectively. Figure 5c shows the r.m.s. misfit for each station for both constrained and 

unconstrained inversions as well as the static shift parameters for the constrained case. The r.m.s. 

misfit is similar for both inversions and shows higher misfit near the volcanic arc as expected due to 

scattered geoelectric strike directions observed in that area. Because MT inversions are non-unique, 

it is preferable to include the a priori information of the slab interface to the model which will result 

in more geologically consistent models with fewer unknowns (Pommier and Evans, 2017). This is 
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further shown with a variety of inversion tests (Supplementary Figure 4) and using a synthetic 

experiment (Supplementary Figure 6) whereby an unconstrained and constrained model are 

compared to a known “true” model. As such, the constrained inversion will be interpreted 

throughout this paper. For this particular profile, it seems that whether the slab constraint is 

imposed or not has little effect on the shallow conductive features because most features are the 

same in both models in Figure 5. However, at depth, the imposition of the slab boundary constraint 

tends to smooth down features towards the slab interface. Because the inversion uses an irregular 

combination of both long-period and broadband MT sites, it is important to be aware of the relative 

sensitivity of the model. A relative sensitivity map calculated from the Jacobian is shown in 

Supplementary Figure 7 (Mackie and Madden, 1993; Rodi and Mackie, 2001). In general, resolution 

is good above 100 km although, due to the lack of long period sites near the volcanic arc and 

overlying conductors, resolution is poorer at depth beneath the volcanic arc.   

All apparent resistivity and phase data fit curves for the constrained and unconstrained inversions 

are shown in Supplementary Figure 1 and the inversion data fit is shown for sites CLP016, P08, 

CLP008, and LDM029 in Figure 3. Pseudo-sections of observed and inverted data and residuals are 

shown in Supplementary Figure 8. 

There are 7 primary conductive features present in both models in Figure 5 and several significant 

resistive features, all of which were investigated using sensitivity tests. At the surface, a conductor 

(S1) coincides with the volcaniclastic sedimentary fill of the Central Valley (Reyes-Wagner et al., 

2017). Feature C1 is a conductor (< 10 Ωm) located at shallow depth (<15 km) beneath the trench. 

This conductor is poorly resolved with the current data set and would require offshore MT data to 

improve the resolution of this feature (Evans et al., 2002). The difference in shape and resistivity of 

this feature in the constrained and unconstrained inversions highlights this insensitivity. However, a 

strong conductor in the accretionary wedge is expected and would likely be due to early dehydration 

as pore-bound fluids are expelled from the down-going slab at shallow depths via compaction and 

lithification (Hyndman et al., 1997). Additionally, conductivity could be enhanced by a 

preponderance of clay-rich minerals (e.g. smectite) which provide additional pathways for electrical 

current to flow along the surface of mineral grains (Pommier and Evans, 2017; Hyndman et al., 

1997). 

In the constrained inversion, the slab interface beneath the MT profile is not characterized by a 

continuous conductive zone along the interface, but instead shows a sequence of resistive and 

conductive features as the slab descends from the surface to a depth of 150 km  (Figure 5a) (C1, R1, 

C2, R3, C3, C7). This sequence of conductors suggests discrete locations and depths where fluids are 
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released in large quantities and are able to migrate into the overlying crust or mantle. This stepwise 

continuous dehydration has been supported by numerical studies (e.g. Schmidt and Poli, 1998; van 

Keken et al., 2011) and is in contrast to single phase dehydration models in which dehydration 

occurs at a single depth. This segmentation of conductors has also been reported in other MT 

images of subduction zones (e.g. Wannamaker et al., 2014; McGary et al., 2014; Soyer and 

Unsworth, 2006; Jödicke et al., 2006). On the edge of the MT profile at 150 km east of the trench a 

resistor (R1) is located at 25 km depth. East of R1, between 150 km and 200 km east of the trench, a 

weaker conductor (C2; 30 to 50 Ωm) is located at 25 to 30 km depth beneath the highly resistive 

(>10,000 Ωm) Paleozoic accretionary complexes of the coastal ranges (R2; Hervé et al., 2013). The 

depth to C2 is consistent in both the constrained and unconstrained inversion and is notably more 

than 15 km above the slab interface and is in a similar location as anomalies found in MT studies in 

southern Chile (Brasse et al., 2009). C2 also spreads out laterally eastward, extending parallel to the 

Moho. This conductor is likely the result of fluids released from prograde metamorphism of clay-rich 

oceanic upper crustal sediments as they transition to the blueschist facies (Peacock, 1990; Hensen et 

al., 2004; Völker and Stipp, 2015). The fact that this conductor is located approximately 10 

kilometers above the slab interface may suggest that this region is more permeable and/or faulted 

which allows dehydrating fluids to migrate upwards into the overriding crust before being trapped 

beneath the less permeable Paleozoic block (R2). It also important to note that the slab itself is 

approximately an order of magnitude more conductive (C8) directly beneath C2 and C8 correlates 

with the transition from interplate to intraslab seismicity. This feature is also more pronounced in 

the unconstrained inversion (Figure 3b) and becomes even more prominent at low τ values (see 

Supplementary Figure 2). 

Continuing to the east is a resistive block (R3, >1000 Ωm) at approximately 60 km depth and 225 km 

from the trench. This could be a resistive block of mantle with a low fluid content and suggests that 

there are minimal dehydration reactions occurring along the slab at this location. At 250 km from 

the trench and at 40 km depth, is a prominent conductor (C3, <10 Ωm) which straddles the 

continental Moho. This conductor is located approximately 30 to 40 km west of the modern volcanic 

arc. When the slab constraint is imposed (Figure 5a), the area at the slab interface beneath C3 is an 

order of magnitude more conductive than R3. When the slab constraint is not included (Figure 5b), 

C3 is weaker and smoothed eastward and appears connected to other conductors beneath the 

volcanic arc. The two inversions neither confirm nor refute the idea that there is a geological 

connection. It is interesting to note that the inversion which excludes the high skew data 

(Supplementary Figures 3) also images C3 with greater connection to the volcanic arc so it appears 

that the precise position of C3 is not well constrained. A denser MT data array is needed in this area 
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to provide greater constraints in this part of the model. This conductor likely signifies an important 

dehydration event at a depth of approximately 80 to 90 km along the slab interface related to the 

breakdown of amphibole and the transition to the eclogite facies which releases fluids into the 

overlying mantle (Poli and Schmidt, 1995; Hacker, 2008; van Keken et al., 2011). This assumes 

vertical fluid transport although, depending on the properties of the mantle, it is possible that C3 is a 

result of fluid focussing from fluids derived from a wide range of depths (Wilson et al., 2014; Wada 

and Behn, 2015).  A mantle wedge conductor similar to C3 has been imaged at similar depths in 

subduction zones around the world (see Worzewski et al., 2010 and references therein). However, in 

the sample of Worzewski et al., (2010), the anomaly in south Chile from Brasse et al., (2009) is a 

notable outlier, being >60 km west of the volcanic arc. As seen in Figure 5a, C3 is only 40 km west of 

the volcanic arc which is more in line with the global average (Worzewski et al., 2010). This suggests 

some significant along strike variation in mantle wedge structure between south Chile and central 

Chile which may be linked to the thermal structure of the down-going slab. The Nazca plate in south 

Chile is younger and hotter which may lead to basalt-eclogite dehydration at shallower depths than 

central Chile. This is supported by numerical modelling by Völker and Stipp (2015) who showed that 

a significant dehydration event occurs approximately 50 km west of the volcanic arc for the Maule 

region but occurs further west when the Nazca plate is younger (i.e. in south Chile). This is also 

supported by earlier numerical work showing that intermediate temperature slabs release more 

water earlier (i.e. shallower) than low temperature slabs (e.g. Kerrick and Connolly, 2001). Forearc 

fluids trapped in the lower crust and upper mantle (C2 and C3) may account for some of the missing 

fluids which are not accounted for when calculating volcanic H2O output and deep slab water 

sequestration (Worzewski et al., 2010). 

Directly beneath the volcanic arc, there are three crustal conductors present in both models (Figure 

5). A large conductor (C4) directly beneath TSP at shallow depth (<10 km) likely represents a zone of 

partial melt associated with this recently active system and responsible for heat and hydrothermal 

fluids as identified by recent geothermal exploration projects (Hickson et al., 2011). To the east, 

beneath the rear-arc LdMVF, a large conductor (C5) stretches over a large region 325 km to 350 km 

east of the trench at shallow depth (<10 km). This likely represents a poorly-resolved portion of the 

highly three-dimensional LdMVF magmatic system as detailed by Cordell et al. (2018). Below both 

TSP and the LdMVF, there is a large conductor (C6) at intermediate depths of 25 to 40 km. This is 

likely a lower-crustal MASH zone (Hildreth and Moorbath, 1988) where mafic melts rising due to 

buoyancy from the subducting slab stall at the crust-mantle density boundary. Here, melts 

differentiate and assimilate crustal components and become more felsic before rising further into 

the crust as more andesitic-to-silicic melts (Ducea et al., 2015). It appears that C6 could be a lower 
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crustal zone which feeds melts to both TSP and the LdMVF from a common source. Petrological 

analyses at both complexes show similar isotopic compositions and both suggest lower crustal 

assimilation (Davidson et al., 1987; Andersen et al., 2017). In the unconstrained inversion, another 

conductor (C9) is also present to the east of LdMVF at shallow depth (<15 km), however this feature 

is rarely present in other inversions (see Supplementary Figures 2, 3 and 4) and seems to be an 

artifact of the long-period inversion which struggles to resolve shallow structure. 

The final deep features in the model are the conductive backarc, specifically a deep conductor at 

>130 km depth (C7), and the conductive sub-slab asthenosphere (A1). Due to the sparse MT station 

spacing in Argentina, any conductive anomalies in the backarc are poorly resolved and on the edge 

of the profile. However, it is clear that the entire backarc is quite conductive which is in agreement 

with the three-dimensional MT analysis of the Payún Matrú complex and surrounding area made by 

Burd et al. (2014) in which they identified the Shallow Western Asthenospheric Plume (SWAP) 

approximately 100 km east of the LdMVF. C7 may be a poorly-resolved 2D version of the 3D SWAP 

feature and may be due to fluid and partial melting related to de-serpentinization of the slab and 

high temperatures at depth (Völker and Stipp, 2015). Numerical modelling by Völker and Stipp 

(2015) suggest that a large amount of downgoing fluids (e.g. >80%) remains in the subducting slab 

into the backarc in the Maule region. This value is greater than in southern Chile and significantly 

greater than in other younger subduction zones such as Cascadia (van Keken et al., 2011). This could 

explain why the backarc conductor, C7, is so much larger than the forearc conductors and farther 

east than similar conductors in Cascadia (e.g. Wannamaker et al., 2014). The Nazca sub-slab 

asthenosphere (A1) is only present when the slab is imposed but, with a value between 10 and 100 

Ωm, can be explained by a small amount of partial melt and/or hydrated mantle (Worzewski et al., 

2010; Bishop et al., 2017). 

It is also interesting to note that no deep conductive features are imaged on the slab interface or in 

the mantle wedge directly beneath the volcanic arc. This may partly be due to model resolution as 

(a) only a few long period MT stations were collected near the LdMVF and (b) the overlying 

conductors (C4, C5, and C6) will attenuate EM signals and limit model resolution at depth. For 

example, a conductor of similar size and resistivity as C3 could exist at the slab interface beneath the 

volcanic arc and would not be detected with the current MT profile (see Supplementary Figure 9). 

However, fluid release prior to the amphibole stability (i.e. <75 km) is generally much greater in 

volume than at pressures higher than amphibole stability (e.g. >75 km) and thus high conductivity 

fluids may be less prevalent at the slab interface 300 km east of the trench (Schmidt and Poli, 1998; 

van Keken et al., 2011). Furthermore, the conductive backarc (C7) as shown in Figure 5 and by Burd 
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et al. (2014) suggests the possibility that partial melting and de-serpentinization occurs deeper and 

further east than younger subduction to the south. 

3.2 Correlations with previous seismic tomography 

In previous 3-D seismic tomography studies, Hicks et al. (2012; 2014) imaged an undulating high 

velocity structure along the plate interface between 100 km and 200 km east of the trench (Features 

CA and CM in Figure 6). This structure is similar to the sequence of conductors and resistors imaged 

in the forearc of the constrained MT model (Figure 5a). A comparison between the MT model and 

seismic model is shown in Figure 7. A slice was taken through the seismic velocity tomography model 

of Hicks et al. (2014) at the same location as the 2-D MT profile. Both the MT model and seismic 

model were interpolated onto the coarser seismic tomography grid with 10 km by 2.5 km cells to 

allow for direct comparison (Figure 7a, b). Note that the seismic model does not extend as far east 

and as deep as the MT model, so some of the structures near the LdMVF and the Argentine backarc 

are excluded from this analysis. The comparison also excludes the upper 5 km because the MT 

model included topography while the seismic model did not and because the broadband MT model 

samples relatively small, heterogeneous structures in the near surface while the seismic velocity 

model is poorly constrained in the near-surface due to a lack of very shallow sources. A correlation 

histogram is shown for the shared model space (Figure 7d). The shared model space has a positive 

Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.32 indicating a weak linear correlation where higher velocities 

correlate with higher resistivities. This is expected since cold, dry rocks have high velocities and high 

resistivities while warm, wet rocks have low velocities and low resistivities.  

The correlations are broadly grouped into four zones: (1) low velocity and low resistivity, (2) high 

velocity and high resistivity, (3) low velocity and high resistivity, and; (4) high velocity and low 

resistivity (Figure 7c). A high resistivity is defined as any model cell greater than 100 Ωm (i.e. resistive 

deviations from the starting halfspace) and similarly low resistivity is assigned to any model cell less 

than 100 Ωm (i.e. conductive deviations from the starting halfspace). A low velocity is defined as any 

model cell with less than 7 km/s and high velocity is any model cell with greater than 7 km/s using 

the terminology of Hicks et al. (2014). The conductors C1 and C2 both are in Zone 1 indicating both 

low seismic velocity and resistivity, which can be interpreted as a region of fluids. A low Vp (<5.5 

km/s) and high Vp/Vs ratio (>1.8) has been identified in the same area as C1 giving additional 

evidence for a high fluid content due to over-pressured sediments at shallow depth near the trench 

(Hicks et al., 2014). Despite the fact that C1 is on the edge of the MT profile, the good correlation 

between the seismic and MT models at this location suggests that it may be a real structure linked to 

expulsion of fluids from pore spaces. The conductor C2 also correlates with a low-velocity zone from 
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Hicks et al. (2014). Hicks et al. (2014) did not specifically interpret this low-velocity zone but, with 

the addition of MT, it seems that this low Vp and high Vp/Vs ratio zone may correspond to 

dehydration-related fluids and/or a serpentinized mantle. This zone is also associated with high 

afterslip following the Maule 2010 earthquake as evidenced by a cluster of aftershocks (Rietbrock et 

al., 2012; Hicks et al., 2014), and large aseismic afterslip (Lin et al., 2013) which also indicates fluid-

driven processes. Farther east, towards the edge of the seismic model, Zone 1 also correlates with 

the top of the C3 conductor just west of the volcanic arc. Unfortunately, the seismic model does not 

extend east to the LdMVF or backarc to provide additional constraints to the structures along the 

volcanic arc. C4 is on the edge of the tomography model and does lie in Zone 1 but it is not 

necessarily evidence of a seismic anomaly related to the LdMVF volcanic system. More recent work 

using ambient noise tomography indicates there is a low Vs anomaly beneath the LdMVF between 3 

and 8 km depth (Wespestad et al., 2019). 

The resistive downgoing slab correlates with Zone 2 indicating relatively dry, cold and impermeable 

mafics and ultramafics. The shallow structure (i.e. <20 km depth) east of the Pacific Ocean is within 

Zone 3 and is broadly low velocity and simultaneously higher resistivity (e.g. R2). This may be due to 

smearing in the tomography model as the frequency bandwidth for tomography studies does not 

allow for detailed study of near-surface structures. The resistor R1 coincides with the high velocity 

Cobquecura anomaly (CA) which was initially interpreted as an ancient seamount on the subducting 

slab (Hicks et al., 2012) and was also noted as a density high in the gravity survey of Maksymowicz et 

al. (2015). Further geological interpretation and additional seismic data suggest that it is more likely 

to be a dense block of peridotite above the modern slab which fed Triassic intrusions into the 

Coastal Cordillera when it was an ancient volcanic arc (Hicks et al., 2014). The interpretation of this 

feature as a cold block of unaltered and relatively impermeable peridotite is supported by the MT 

model which shows a resistor (R1) in that location. The center of the Cobquecura anomaly in the 3-D 

seismic tomography model is approximately 75 km south of the MT profile and thus the resistivity 

model may only be imaging the northern edge of this resistive block. The resistor R3 aligns with 

feature CM in Hicks et al. (2014) and is likely the eastward limit of the non-convecting mantle wedge.  

Zone 4 shows high velocities and low resistivities and correlates with the base of conductor C3. This 

is somewhat surprising as the depth aligns with the expected release of large volumes of fluid as 

down-going rocks transition to the eclogite facies and as such one would expect a slower velocity 

structure. This anomalous correlation is most likely explained by the fact that it is on the edge of the 

seismic tomography model where there is limited resolution to the east at depth. However, a 
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geological explanation is also possible because the basalt-eclogite transition is accompanied by an 

increase in velocity in the downgoing slab due to an increase in density (Pommier and Evans, 2017). 

3.3 Correlations with observed seismicity 

The seismicity of the region can be grouped broadly into two primary clusters. The first cluster is a 

group of shallow focus earthquakes at depths less than 25 km and west of the Chilean coast (Figure 

5). This seismogenic zone is prone to brittle fracture and stress accumulation which leads to large 

megathrust earthquakes such as the 2010 Maule earthquake (Moscoso et al., 2011; Hicks et al., 

2012). This cluster overlaps with C1 which is interpreted as early fluid release. Moreno et al. (2014) 

showed that regions of high fluid content are associated with higher pore pressure which leads to 

aseismic slip behavior. A dense offshore 3-D MT survey would be needed to probe any 3-D 

heterogeneity in the structure of C1 as was found in New Zealand (Heise et al., 2017). 

The second cluster of earthquakes is at intermediate depths of 75 km to 100 km depth 

approximately 200 to 250 km east of the trench (Figure 5). This second cluster is located almost 

entirely within the resistive down-going slab and underlies both R3 and C3. These intraslab 

earthquakes are likely driven by dehydration embrittlement as fluids are released (Hacker et al., 

2003). The fact that no conductor is imaged at the same location as these intra-slab earthquakes 

suggests that the fluids in the slab occupy relatively small, disconnected pore spaces that go 

undetected by the MT data. Fluid focusing effects may play a role in collecting these fluids into a 

connected zone which is imaged as the forearc mantle wedge conductor (C3). 

Between these two clusters of earthquakes are some additional correlations. The resistor R1 has 

almost no seismicity associated with it. This further suggests that R1 is an anomalous hard, strong 

asperity on the plate interface that defines the down-dip co-seismic rupture limit of the Maule 

earthquake (Moreno et al., 2012; Hicks et al., 2014). There is a small cluster of earthquakes 

associated with C2 directly above C8 (Figure 5). The seismicity in this cluster occurred following the 

2010 Maule earthquake, and prior to that, there was relatively little known seismicity here in the 

interseismic period. This suggests that most stress is accommodated via aseismic slip, which is 

consistent with the Maule afterslip model of Lin et al. (2013). Fluids released from the slab (C2 and 

C8) may lead to serpentinization of the forearc mantle which is associated with stable-sliding and 

often defines the down-dip limit of the seismogenic zone (Hyndman et al., 1997; Hyndman and 

Peacock, 2003). This is further supported by a relatively high Vp/Vs ratio (~1.85) in this region (Hicks 

et al., 2014). The fact that some earthquakes did occur in C2 following the 2010 Maule earthquake 

suggests that fluid-driven diffusion stress processes may be important here and that this region may 
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be a transitional zone of conditional stability that becomes unstable during or following transient 

high strain events (Lay et al., 2012). Dehydration at C2 and C8 may also induce microseismic events 

(<2.5 magnitude) that are not detected in the earthquake database of Hicks et al. (2014). The MT 

results suggest that fluid release and serpentinization of the forearc mantle may be an important 

control on aseismic zones, whereas relatively fluid-poor regions (e.g. R2) result in increased frictional 

plate-locking and more stick-slip behavior. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The electrical conductivity model presented in this paper allows us to investigate a range of 

subduction processes operating at different locations and at different spatial scales in the central 

Chilean subduction zone. The MT model is interpreted as revealing a comprehensive fluid and 

dehydration cycle from the forearc to the backarc including significant pore-fluid expulsion (C1), 

blueschist facies dehydration and basalt-eclogite dehydration (C2 and C3), and de-serpentinization 

at depth (C7). This suggests that fluid release does not necessarily occur as a single pulse but occurs 

in a punctuated step-wise continuous fashion at different depths during important mineral 

transitions as suggested by the numerical modelling of subduction zones (Schmidt and Poli, 1998; 

van Keken et al., 2011; Völker and Stipp, 2015). The position of the wedge conductor (C3) is similar 

to that found by other MT studies of subduction zones worldwide but is deeper and nearer to the 

volcanic arc than the conductor identified in south Chile by Brasse et al. (2009). This highlights the 

effect of along strike variations in the thermal regime, fluid release, slab structure and permeability 

as the Nazca plate is younger and hotter further south which means the transition to eclogite may 

occur at a shallower depth (Völker and Stipp, 2015). 

The volcanic arc beneath central Chile contains several important upper crustal (C4 and C5) and 

lower crustal (C6) conductors, likely representing local regions of melt accumulation. The conductor 

geometry raises the possibility that the arc volcanoes (e.g. TSP) and the rear-arc LdMVF share a 

common lower crustal zone of melt accumulation (C6) which may explain their similar isotopic 

signatures. As shown by Cordell et al. (2018), the electrical structure around the LdMVF is highly 3D 

and, as such, conductor C5 is likely a 2D approximation of the complex 3D structure which is not well 

imaged due to the coarser mesh used in this regional study.  

As seen in other MT studies (see Pommier and Evans, 2017) the addition of the slab constraint in the 

MT model helps to image important structures on the plate interface and results in a resistivity 

model which better aligns with previous seismic tomography studies and numerical studies. The 

resistive anomaly R1 coincides with a velocity high which supports the interpretation of Hicks et al. 
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(2014) that this region of the subduction zone has significant strong asperities of dense peridotite 

related to the ancient magmatic arc. These asperities may encourage plate locking and may help 

explain why large megathrust earthquakes, such as the 2010 Maule earthquake, initiate at this 

latitude as stresses concentrate at a strong structural contrast. The relatively aseismic zone between 

40 km and 60 km depth is likely related to slab dehydration (C2, C8) and serpentinization of the 

forearc mantle which leads to stable sliding and may be conditionally stable. Intermediate-depth 

earthquakes down-dip of the aseismic zone do not appear to be correlated with any conductor, 

suggesting that fluids associated with dehydration embrittlement are relatively isolated and cannot 

be imaged with MT. However, fluids released at depth migrate upwards and become focused into a 

connected zone in the forearc mantle (C3). 

Induction vectors suggest a potentially anisotropic lower crust, similar to observations in southern 

Chile (40°S; Brasse et al., 2009). This highlights the need for future anisotropic inversions of this 

region. The generally three-dimensional data also highlights the need for a more comprehensive, 3D 

MT array in this area of central Chile. An extension of the array to the south would be able to better 

image the Cobquecura anomaly while extension to the north would image the transition to the 

Pampean flat slab. Such an array would likely give even greater insight into along-arc variation in 

Chilean subduction zone structure. 
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Figure 1: Study area in central Chile and western Argentina. Yellow and green circles denote long-

period and broadband magnetotelluric site locations, respectively. Red triangles show the locations 

of significant volcanoes in the Cordillera Principal. The red star shows the epicentre location of the 

2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake. An inset map of southern South America on the right shows the 

location of the study area within the black box. Important towns are shown as black circles. 

Important volcanoes mentioned in the text are labelled (San Pedro-Tatara, Laguna del Maule, Payún 

Matrú). Stations shown in Figure 3 are labelled. Profile C-C’ denotes the seismic velocity profile 

shown in Figure 6 from Hicks et al. (2014). Malargüe FTB = Malargüe Fold and Thrust Belt. 
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Figure 2: Dimensionality and directionality analysis for MT data. A) Shows the strike for each station 

along the profile as determined from tensor decomposition (McNeice and Jones, 2001). The average 

strike (15 degrees) is plotted as blue dashed line and the one circular standard deviation error bar is 

shown in the grey box which encompasses all the stations except 9 anomalous stations with 

scattered strikes in the Cordillera Principal. Yellow dots are long-period sites and green dots are 

broadband sites. B) A rose diagram showing a circular histogram of strike values for all sites 

determined from tensor decomposition. The majority of sites lie within the 15 to 25° strike bin. A 90° 

ambiguity exists as shown by the red and blue parts of the histogram. C) A phase tensor pseudo-

section shows the MT profile as a function of period. Each ellipse on the plot denotes the phase 

tensor for a single period at a single MT site. More elliptical phase tensors indicate more 2D or 3D 

structure while circular phase tensors suggest 1D geoelectric structure. Each phase tensor is 

coloured by its β-skew angle where blue indicates relatively 1D or 2D, undistorted data and red 

indicates data with 3D distortion. TSP = Tatara-San Pedro. LdMVF = Laguna del Maule Volcanic Field. 

Note that distances along profiles are not to scale. 
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Figure 3: Magnetotelluric (MT) data and pseudo-sections. The top three panels show apparent 

resistivity and phase data for four MT sites in the Coastal Cordillera (CLP016), Central Valley (P08, 

CLP008) and Cordillera Principal (LDM029). TE mode is shown as red triangles while TM mode is 

shown as blue circles. Inversion model fit is shown as solid lines. Sites CLP016 and CLP008 are both 

long-period whereas P08 and LDM029 are broadband. Sites P08 and CLP008 are located less than 5 

km apart and are shown on the same plot but were treated as separate sites in the inversion. Below 

are pseudo-section plots showing a) TE-mode apparent resistivity, b) TE-mode phase, c) TM-mode 

apparent resistivity, and d) TM-mode phase for each site along the profile as a function of period. 

Red colors denote low apparent resistivity and high phase (i.e. decreasing resistivity) while blue 

denotes high apparent resistivity and low phases (i.e. increasing resistivity). All data have been 

rotated to x= 15° east of north, y = 105° east of north. TE mode is calculated with x-oriented electric 

fields and y-oriented magnetic field whereas TM mode is the orthogonal case. 
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Figure 4: A comparison of induction vectors (IVs) and tensor decomposition strike. IVs should be 

perpendicular to strike (see text for more details) and point away from conductors in the Weise 

convention. A) A map of IVs at 50 s period. Large scatter shows no consistent trend in induction 

vector direction. B) A map of IVs at 2000 s period. Here, IVs consistently point towards the 

northeast. Red triangle = Laguna del Maule Volcanic Field. Yellow triangle = Tatara-San Pedro 

Volcano. C) A plot of mean induction vector direction as a function of period. At short periods (i.e. 

shallower depths), error bars are large, indicating scattered induction angles. At longer periods (i.e. 

deeper depths), error bars are small with a mean direction of approximately N50°E. The blue dashed 

line shows the mean profile direction perpendicular to geoelectric strike (grey box denotes one 

standard deviation). In a perfect 2D case, induction vector direction and profile direction should be 

the same. Note that periods less than 10 s are not plotted because IVs are very scattered at shallow 

depth. 
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Figure 5: The preferred 2-D inversion model along the MT profile for both the slab constrained (A) 

and unconstrained (B) cases. Broadband MT sites are shown as green inverted triangles and long-

period MT sites are shown as yellow inverted triangles on the surface of the model. Conductors are 

labelled C1 through C8 and resistors are labelled R1 through R3. The shallow surface conductor in 

the Central Valley is labelled S1 and deeper slab-side conductor is labelled A1. The location of the 

subducting slab is taken from Hayes et al., (2012) and shown as a thick black dashed line. This is the 

location of the tear which constrained the inversion to have zero smoothing across the boundary. 

The Moho discontinuity, shown as a thin black line, is taken from the Crust1.0 model of Laske et al., 

(2013). The location of the 2010 Maule earthquake is shown as a yellow star. Earthquake epicenters 

are shown as small white dots. TSP = Tatara-San Pedro. LdMVF = Laguna del Maule Volcanic Field. 

The lower panel (C) shows r.m.s. misfit for both constrained and unconstrained cases for each 

station along profile. It also shows the static shift parameters applied to the constrained inversion. 
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Figure 6: The P-wave velocity seismic tomography model of Hicks et al. (2014) along profile C-C’ 

approximately 75 km south of the current MT profile (see Figure 1 map). The yellow star denotes the 

location of the 2010 Maule earthquake. CA = Cobquecura anomaly. CM = Continental mantle. The 

yellow triangle denotes the volcanic arc. 
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Figure 7: A comparison between the 3-D seismic tomography model of Hicks et al. (2014) (see Figure 

6) and the constrained MT model (see Figure 5a). Both models have been interpolated onto a 

common mesh. A) The MT model showing resistivity along the profile as a function of depth with 

labels matching the features shown in Figure 5. B) A 2-D slice through the 3-D seismic model of Hicks 

et al. (2014) along the same profile as the MT model. Red denotes low velocity while blue denotes 

high velocity. This is the opposite color scale as shown in Hicks et al. (2014) but it is done to allow 

direct color comparison between the MT and seismic models. Labels denote CA (Cobquecura 

Anomaly) and CM (Continental Mantle) from Hicks et al. (2014). C) The shared model space mapped 

into 4 categories of velocity and resistivity correlations. D) A correlation histogram showing the 

number of model cells which share each velocity-resistivity pair. The color of each square denotes 

the number of model cells on a logarithmic scale. Much of the model space has a resistivity of 

approximately 25,000 Ωm and a velocity of approximately 8.5 km/s. This denotes the high velocity 

and high resistivity zone of the subducting slab. The overall Pearson correlation between the models 

is 0.32 indicating a weak correlation. 


